Abstract. We prove some theorems on the existence, uniqueness, stability and compactness properties of solutions to inhomogeneous transport equations with Sobolev coefficients, where the inhomogeneous term depends upon the solution through an integral operator. Contrary to the usual DiPerna-Lions approach, the essential step is to formulate the problem in the Lagrangian setting. Some motivations to study the above problem arise from the description of polymeric flows, where such kind of equations are coupled with other Navier-Stokes type equations. Using the results for the transport equation we will provide, in a separate paper, a sequential stability theorem for the full problem of the flow of concentrated polymers.
Introduction
Consider the Cauchy problem ∂ t u(t, x, r) + b(t, x, r)∇ x,r u(t, x, r) = f (t, x, r) [u] T ] × R n × R j × R j → R will be specified later. The notation (x, r) for the space variables is used to underline that the integration might be taken with respect to only part of the space variables, namely only with respect to r. This has important consequences and increases the difficulty in treating this term, an issue which will be discussed further.
Our motivation to study (1.1)-(1.3), which we describe in more detail in the sequel, arises from a model for polymeric flows, where the transport equation describes the evolution of a suitable microscopic quantity. The first component (which we will call b (1) ) of the transport coefficient b is then the velocity of a solvent which satisfies some NavierStokes type equations. For this reason it is natural to expect a Sobolev regularity for b. In the rest of the note we will indeed make the following assumptions on the vector field b:
(B1) b(t, x, r) = (b (1) (t, x), b (2) (t, x, r)), where (B2) b ∈ L 1 (0, T ; W 1,q loc (R n × R j )) n+j for some q ≥ 1 (B3) (1.4) b(t, x, r)
In what follows it will be sometimes useful to refer to Assumption (1.4) in the form of b = b 1 + b 2 , where
The following theorem summarizes the conclusions of this note about the solutions of (1.1)-(1.2). 
Theorem 1.2 (Existence, Uniqueness and Stability
n+j satisfy Assumption 1.1 (with uniform bounds in the corresponding conditions), where
is needed to make sense of the product ub as an L 1 loc function. However, following the Lagrangian formulation of the problem used in our proof, we can make sense of solutions of (1.1)-(1.3) even without such assumption, see Remark 2.6 below.
Lagrangian versus Eulerian approach.
The problem of transport equations with Sobolev coefficients was addressed in the famous seminal paper [12] of DiPerna and Lions, where the authors introduced their powerful theory of renormalized solutions. For simplicity we recall the theory in the autonomous case. Consider the problem
If b has only limited regularity, we regard a weak solution of the above problem as solving u t + div (ub) − udiv b = 0, where we assume to have enough summability to justify all the products involved (in particular the distributional divergence must be at least L 1 loc ). According to DiPerna and Lions a solution u is renormalized if it satisfies
for all continuously differentiable functions β, under some suitable growth assumptions for β. In the rest of the discussion we focus on bounded solutions, so that β may be taken arbitrary.
A major point of the DiPerna-Lions theory is that if b is Sobolev then all weak solutions of (1.5) are renormalized. If in addition b has bounded divergence, the above fact implies that the solutions to (1.5) are unique by a simple Gronwall argument applied to the absolute value of the difference of two solutions with the same initial data. This in turn has also a compactness "effect", cf. [12, Th. II.4] . In order to understand the latter point, consider the solutions to an approximate problem, again with Sobolev regularity of the coefficients:
Let us rewrite the equations for β(u k ) in the distributional way described above:
loc to b and div y b respectively and let k → ∞ in (1.8) . If the initial condition is bounded, the renormalized property and a simple comparison show that the solutions are uniformly bounded as well. Thus we conclude that
in a distributional sense. Choose now β(u) = u 2 , where u is the solution for the limit problem (1.5). Assuming renormalization for the limit we also have
By unique solvability we conclude thatβ
Notice that if we add a term αu, with α ∈ R, to the right-hand side, then choosing β(u) = u 2 we can use uβ ′ (u) = 2β(u) and a similar scheme easily follows. Coming back to the original problem, if u were a smooth solution to (1.1)-(1.3), then for all functions β ∈ C 1 it would satisfy
which therefore is the natural "renormalization condition" for (1.1)-(1.3). Unfortunately the above equation is not anymore an equation in v := β(u) and we cannot follow the scheme above to infer the stability of (1.1)-(1.2). Significant simplifications would be provided if the integral operator were compact. In particular if the integration in (1.3) were with respect to all the variables (which is not the case here), then one could still apply the renormalization techniques with β(u) = exp(u). Note that for a weakly convergent bounded sequence (u k ) the product of the weakly convergent term exp(u k ) with a compact integral operator would converge giving the limiting identity
Then by unique solvability one could conclude thatβ = exp(u), which together with the strict convexity of the function β would provide the strong convergence of u k in L p . Thus, as the renormalization methods seem to fail for the general case considered here, we will direct our attention to the Lagrangian formulation. The scheme of DiPerna and Lions reduces the study of ODEs to that of transport equations. In [10] (see also [4] ) the authors have shown that many of the results proved by DiPerna and Lions can be recovered from a priori estimates in the Lagrangian formulation. This motivated us to reformulate (1.1)-(1.3) in the Lagrangian setting, although ultimately we do not really need the estimates in [10] . In Section 2 we recall the definition of regular Lagrangian flows and present the advantages of this approach.
Notice that, if the Sobolev vector field b has bounded divergence, the existence, uniqueness and stability of regular Lagrangian flows have been proved already in the seminal paper by DiPerna and Lions, [12] . Later Ambrosio extended the results to the important case of BV vector fields with bounded divergence, see [1] , [13] . A further extension to the case where the divergence is in BMO is due to Mucha in [15] .
1.2. Motivations. We complete this section by recalling the system describing the flow of polymers which motivated us to the study (1.1)-(1.3).
For a given Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R d and a given time interval (0, T ), we consider the system consisting of balance of the linear momentum and the incompressibility constraint in the form of
where v : Q → R d is the velocity of the solvent, q : Q → R is the pressure, f : Q → R d is the density of the external body forces, Q := (0, T ) × Ω. The viscous part of the Cauchy stress S S S : Q → R d×d is given by the formula
where
, and the generalized viscosity ν : R + × R + → R + can depend on the shear rate |D D D x v| and on the averaged distribution function of polymersψ : Q → R + . The latter is given by the formula
where R + := (0, ∞) and α : R 0 → R + is a continuous nonnegative function (a weight depending on the length r of the polymer). The distribution function ψ : Q × R 0 → R + is assumed to satisfy the following equation
is the fragmentation rate of polymers of size r, which can depend also on the macroscopic quantities (namely on the velocity of the solvent) and finally κ(r,r) denotes the probability that a polymer of lengthr will split into two polymers of length r andr − r. The function φ appearing in the polymerization term is the concentration of free monomers and satisfies the equation
in the space time cylinder Q. The rate of the diffusion A 0 > 0 is a constant and the additional transport term is due to the viscosity of the solvent. The system is supplemented with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. More precisely we assume that the velocity satisfies the Navier slip boundary conditions, i.e.,
where α ≥ 0 is the friction parameter, n is the unit outward normal vector, and for any v we denoted by v τ := v − (v · n)n the projection onto the tangent hyperplane to the boundary. For ψ and φ, we prescribe the Neumann condition with respect to the x variable as well, i.e.,
and
and we assume that ψ vanishes at infinity, namely
Finally, we prescribe the following initial conditions
We assume that ν : R + ×R + → R + is a continuous function such that, for some p > 2d d+2 , the following three inequalities hold for all ξ,ξ ∈ R d×d :
For a study of the model of concentrated polymers with diffusion term in the equation for polymer density we refer to [9] . The corresponding theory for dilute polymers, namely the Navier-Stokes-Fokker-Planck system, has been studied both in the parabolic case ( [6, 7, 5, 8] ) and without diffusion, namely in the setting of a transport equation for the microscopic quantity, cf. [14] .
The relation between the model above and (1.1)-(1.3) is given by the formulas b(t, x, r) = (v(t, x), τ (r)φ(t, x)) and γ(t, x, r,r) = β(r, v)κ(r,r) where
Regular Lagrangian flows
We wish to associate to each vector field b a corresponding flow mapping X b : [0, T ] × R n+j → R n+j which satisfies the following system of ODEs
(2.24)
Keeping in mind Assumption 1.1, in the sequel we will sometimes use the notation
is the projection of X b on the first n components,
is the projection of X b on the last j components. will then be independent of r.
Definition 2.1. Following the DiPerna-Lions theory we shall say that
n+j if the following two conditions are satisfied:
n+j (where L denotes the Lebesgue measure) namely
Then there exists a constant L (which from now on will be called incompressibility constant) such that
We recall the following corollary of the fundamental theory contained in [12] . 
Then there is a unique regular Lagrangian flow which in addition has the bounds
Since in our case we have also the structural hypothesis (B1) of Assumption 1.1 we can apply Theorem 2.1 to the system of ODEs for X and to that for X b separately. From the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.1 it is then straightforward to infer that
b (t, x, r)) . Moreover, by the bounds on the incompressibility constant we also infer the existence of densities ̺ 1 and ̺ for the absolutely continuous measures µ 
Such densities satisfy the following continuity equations 
. Let X b be the flow of b and R > ρ. Then
We will also recall the result on stability of the flows. 
e., then the corresponding flows X b h (t, ·) converge in measure to X b (t, ·).
Indeed, if q > 1 in Assumption 1.1 (B2), then it is possible to give a precise rate of convergence, cf. [10, Lemma 6.4]. The latter is however not really needed in our proof.
Note that in our setting the regular Lagrangian flow X b has a well defined inverse for each t. Namely for every X b (t, ·) there is a well defined X −1 
For this fact the reader might consult one of the references [2] , [3] or [11] . Using Theorem 2.3 and the above "backward" ODE, it is easy to see that under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 we conclude the convergence in measure of the maps X
Having these results we are able to prove the following appropriate change of variables formula, which will be used to recast (1.1)-(1.3) in a "Lagrangian form". Lemma 2.4. Assume b satisfies Assumption 1.1 and let
b (t, x, r)) be the regular Lagrangian flow according to (2.25). Moreover, let ̺ 1 (t, x) and ̺(t, x, r) be the densities of the flows X and X b respectively and define
.
Proof. Assume for the moment that b is smooth and bounded, so that the flows and their inverses map bounded sets into bounded sets at every finite time. If we use (2.36) with ϕ(t, x, r) = ψ(t, x, r)/̺(t, x, r) we reach the identity ψ(t, x, r) dx dr = ψ(t, X b (t, x, r))̺ −1 (t, X b (t, x, r)) dx dr .
Similarly, testing (2.35) with ϕ(t, x) = ψ(t, [X (1) b ] −1 (t, x)) we reach the identity
Consider now the n-dimensional ball B ε (x) centered at x with radius ε. Using the Lebesgue differentation theorem and changing variables twice according to the rules above we achieve:
b (t, x,r))
b (t, x,r))ρ 2 (t, x, r) dr.
(2.40)
The argument above is only "formal" in our case because the test functions ψ used in the above formulas do not have bounded support. However, to justify the computations, we take a sequence of regularizations
n+j and satisfying the structural Assumption 1.1, the conditions in Theorem 2.3 and the requirement that div
we mean the density of the flow of b (1) k solving the continuity equation
and by ̺ k (t, x, r) the density of the flow of b k solving
By Theorem 2.3 we obtain that X b k -the regular Lagrangian flow for b k , converges locally in measure to X b . First we shall comment on the convergence of the density
. The condition (2.31) provides that ̺ is bounded away from zero and by standard stability arguments for the continuity equation, both ̺ k 1 and ̺ k converge almost everywhere to ̺ 1 and ̺ respectively. Indeed the DiPerna-Lions theory ensures that the solutions to the continuity equations are stable under the convergence in Theorem 2.3, cf. [3] . Note, moreover, that we have the renormalized property for solutions of the continuity equation in the following form: [3, Theorem 24] ). Since the divergence of the vector fields converge locally strongly, from the uniqueness of the solution to the continuity equation we conclude that β(ρ k ) converges weakly to β(ρ). The arbitrariness of the test function β ∈ C 1 gives then strong (t, x) ). Fix a ball B ρ and a much larger ball B R . If we give up a set of small measure K ⊂ B R+1 , we can assume that ̺ 1 is continuous on the complement. We can then extend it continuously to a new function̺ on B R+1 and, multiplying by a cut-off function which is identically 1 on B R , we can assume that̺ vanishes identically outside of B R+1 . We can then assume that ̺(t, ·) − ̺ 1 (t, ·) L 1 (B R ) is small and using Lemma 2.2 and the near incompressibility, we can assume that ̺(t, (X ·) ) converges pointwise a.e. to̺(t, X by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Letting first the size of |K| go to 0 and then R go to infinity, we conclude that (Bρ(0) ) . We now use the near incompressibility of the flow X b k to write down
Using Lemma 2.2 we conclude that the second summand can be made smaller than any ε > 0 by choosing R large enough. On the other hand the first summand is bounded by
, which converges to 0 as k → ∞. This completes the proof of the convergence of ̺
b (t, x)). The convergence of the other terms follow in a very similar fashion and we omit the corresponding details.
Our strategy in the proof of Theorem 1.2 will follow upstream and duethe approach of DiPerna and Lions: we will start with the PDE problem and turn to the corresponding Lagrangian formulation. More precisely we need the following Lemma 2.5. Let b and γ be as in Theorem 1.2 and let
b (t, x, r)). solves the equation (2.46)
b (s, x, r), X
b (s, x,r))̺ 2 (s, x,r)ũ(s, x,r) dr.
Remark 2.6. It is interesting to notice that the formulation (3.51) of the problem makes sense even without the assumption
The lemma is split in two steps. First of all we show the following. If
if and only ifũ(t, x, r) := u(t, X b (t, x, r)) solves
This claim is obvious if b and f are smooth, as we can use the chain rule for derivatives. In order to cover the most general case we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 and use an approximation procedure.
We now apply the identity above to concude that (1.1) is equivalent to
b (t, x, r),r)u(t, X
b (t, x),r) dr and after the change of variables the right-hand side gives the following expression (2.48)
b (t, x,r))̺ 2 (t, x,r) dr .
Due to (2.45) we will finally reach
b (t, x, r), X
b (t, x,r))ũ(t, x,r)̺ 2 (t, x,r) dr. A :
as follows (3.51)
Then solving (2.46) is equivalent to finding the fixed point of A. We define X b k as a regular Lagrangian flow for b k and an operator
as follows (3.52)
Lemma 3.1. Let the operators A and A k be defined by (3.51) and (3.52) respectively.
Proof. The proof will consist of two steps, which refer to the assumptions of the Arzelá-Ascoli theorem. For this purpose let us first introduce the notation
In the first step we will check that the sequence of maps
. The second step is devoted to the equicontinuity of j k . Using the change of variables formulas proved in the previous section we rewrite
The special form of the densities̺ k is in fact not important: by arguments entirely similar to the ones of the previous section such functions are uniformly bounded and converge in measure to the corresponding density ̺ appearing the analogous identity for the final flow b.
Moreover, it is straightforward to check, using the change of variables formulas, the boundedness of the weights
and the assumption on γ, that the bounds on operator norms A k in the last claims of the lemma follow easily.
Step
As already observed, in order to get the convergence in measure of 
, then eitherr ∈ B ρ (0) or in the opposite case by Lemma 2.2 we can estimate the measure of the set of suchr and show that it vanishes for large ρ. To conclude we have to show the uniform integrability in L p of (3.56). Again we need to concentrate on ω as ̺ k is uniformly bounded from above and from below. To prove our claim we will use the well known Orlicz-type condition which is equivalent to the uniform integrability, namely the existence of some convec function g : R → R such that lim |ξ|→∞ g(ξ)
|ξ| p = 0 and g ω t, [X Changing the variables τ = kX b k (t, x) and integrating yields Observe that although (4.74) has been derived for all x / ∈ 2πZ, it is easy to check that it is valid for all x ∈ R. Then ∂X b k (t,x) ∂x = F (t, kx) where x → F (t, x) = e t cos 2 x 2 +e 2t sin 2 x 2 is a periodic function with period π, from which we conclude that F k (t, ·) converges weakly, but not strongly, to the constant function
